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Start your review of Introduction to Elementary Particles ladies and gentlemen i give you dr. david griffiths, ProfOfPhys at ReedOfOR:it ought be obvious just from this that this is a hoopy frood who can locate his towel to first order. i'm sometimes confused by folks' thought processes, though. like, why does anyone still listen to usher? or why did they ever do so? from whence drake? as my man BIG
GHOST said a few weeks back:Mr Velveeta hisself emerges from his lagoon of dicks witta rose in his teeth again to somersault his way thru the hook n start ladies and gentlemen i give you dr. david griffiths, ProfOfPhys at ReedOfOR:it ought be obvious just from this that this is a hoopy frood who can locate his towel to first order. i'm sometimes confused by folks' thought processes, though. like, why does
anyone still listen to usher? or why did they ever do so? from whence drake? as my man BIG GHOST said a few weeks back:Mr Velveeta hisself emerges from his lagoon of dicks witta rose in his teeth again to somersault his way thru the hook n start croonin like a even more bitchass version of his usual bitchass self. How this Y chromosome deficient ass nigga is still gettin a pass I cant even tell you b...
And yo...why these niggas always so depressin? Even when they braggin n boastin they sound like some emotional hoes. Aint even jus bout that sucker Drake namsayin. The song was wack even before his voice lactated all over it. But still...fuck the day that birthed the bastard who journeyed into that enchanted forest n pulled Drake's cryogenically fozen ass outta the womb of that prehistoric unicorn or
whatever kinda magical creature he was found inside of n thawed him out for the world to hear anyways b. Sons been suckin on the same dick of misery n loneliness since So Far Gone. And fuck this song too. This shits like a sonic ejaculation from Lady Gaga's nutsack son. I hope I never hear this shit again b.so, it's feasible that you might see this dude:and not understand immediately that you need to
hear what the man is saying. that would be unfortunate, because you'd miss gems like this on page 51:"The Z0(*) is, as Saddam would say, the mother of all particles!"(*) the very massive electrically neutral weak Majorana boson --edthe whole book goes on like this. eminently readable, and rather more informative than his questionable undergraduate quantum textbook. great stuff, lots of fun. ...more One
of the most interesting and most intellectually far-reaching areas of modern Physics is Particle Physics. No other area of Physics has as conceptually profound implications for our understanding of how the world works on the very fundamental level, and nowhere else have the experiments been as monumental and imposing. And yet, particle Physics is rarely if ever taught in undergraduate Physics
curriculum. The reason often given for this is that mathematical sophistication required for fully u One of the most interesting and most intellectually far-reaching areas of modern Physics is Particle Physics. No other area of Physics has as conceptually profound implications for our understanding of how the world works on the very fundamental level, and nowhere else have the experiments been as
monumental and imposing. And yet, particle Physics is rarely if ever taught in undergraduate Physics curriculum. The reason often given for this is that mathematical sophistication required for fully understanding this subject is far beyond the capability of most undergraduates. However, if done properly, the mathematical sophistication need not be beyond what is required in an upper level Electricity and
Magnetism or Quantum Mechanics courses. To the contrary - the most important results in Particle Physics can be obtained by mathematical means that are not nearly as demanding as those in those other two upper level Physics courses. A perfect example of this are the textbooks by David Griffiths. He has been well known to generations of Physics students who had used his Electricity and Magnetism
or Quantum Mechanics textbooks. These textbooks have become a de-facto standard for teaching those subjects. These textbooks are also known for many very demanding problems that require many, many pages of mathematical manipulation. And yet, most of these manipulations are much harder than anything you'll encounter in Griffiths' "Introduction to Elementary particles." There is still a collection
of worked-out examples, but nowhere nearly at the level of what one finds in his other books. The presentation is characteristically accessible and pedagogical. A considerable amount of space is devoted to historical and experimental considerations, and this textbook also serves as a useful history of the development of particle Physics. The second edition greatly streamlines some presentations and
introduces a few new topics that have been of interest in particle Physics in recent decades - most notably the neutrino oscillations. The chapter on future developments is mostly descriptive, and mercifully short on certain topics that have enjoyed a lot of attention lately but have been woefully short on experimental verifications, such as supersymmetry and string theory. In the end we are left off with a
picture of current understanding of particle Physics that shows this field of research both as a tremendous success and still a work in progress. Hopefully in the upcoming decades we'll be able to fill in many of the holes and come up with a more streamlined understanding of nature at the most fundamental level. Until then, textbooks like this one will be the best and surest way of getting the basic facts
about the nature of elementary particles. ...more This is by far the best Intro to Particle Physics books written!I have read it twice. The book is extremely insightful and Dr. Griffiths is able to clearly convey extremely important concepts which are not easy to quickly grasp in more advanced books ! What can I say. It's just Griffith. The legend! What can I say. It's just Griffith. The legend! ...more Learning that
David Griffiths wrote a particle physics book for undergrads was like learning that Darren Aronofsky was going to do a new Batman movie. While this movie, which would have been one of the darkest psychological-horror-meets-superhero-action movies ever composed, sadly did not come to fruition, Griffiths *did* write a fantastic particle physics book. With his characteristic wit, Griffiths introduces a
substantial amount of advanced particle physics: QED, Feynman rules, renormalizatio Learning that David Griffiths wrote a particle physics book for undergrads was like learning that Darren Aronofsky was going to do a new Batman movie. While this movie, which would have been one of the darkest psychological-horror-meets-superhero-action movies ever composed, sadly did not come to fruition,
Griffiths *did* write a fantastic particle physics book. With his characteristic wit, Griffiths introduces a substantial amount of advanced particle physics: QED, Feynman rules, renormalization, cross sections, gauge theories, all without even a passing mention of quantum fields. This is like Batman taking out the Joker without the Batmobile or his nifty utility belt, all while struggling against the terrifying inner
demons that an Aronofsky Batman would totally possess: it's damn impressive. Foregoing the sophisticated apparatus of quantum field theory allows Griffiths to focus on the particle physics, which more advanced textbooks tend to almost demote to a mere application of quantum field theory these days. ...more Great book to understand the basics of elementary particles and their interactions with each
other. While I did not check all the math or even did much of any of the exercises I still thoroughly enjoyed this book. It does not give a full description of all of the parameters of the standard model. But nonetheless you will get a thorough understanding of it and the QED and QCD underlying it. It also covers the development of particle physics. Fácil de leer y entender, lo estuve usando para un curso del
mismo nombre y me encanto, creo que recurriré a este autor en el futuro, me gusta su manera de explicar y estructurar el contenido, de manera que se hace agradable ir aumentando el nivel de profundidad de los temas que se tocan. Good introduction book for particle physics Honestly, any text book this man writes is wonderful. Pada dasarnya buku ini baik, mengingat reputasi David Griffiths yang sudah
banyak mengeluarkan buku teks kuliah Fisika. Buku ini menggunakan pendekatan historik dalam menerangkan partikel-partikel elementer serta metode-metode dan alat-alat detektor dari tabung elektrode jadul sampai pemercepat partikel milik CERN (accelelator partikel, itu loh yang ada di bukunya Dan Brown Angel & Demons). Penjelasan teoritis dan persamaan matematika disajikan sesederhana
mungkin, mengingat buku ini bersifat in Pada dasarnya buku ini baik, mengingat reputasi David Griffiths yang sudah banyak mengeluarkan buku teks kuliah Fisika. Buku ini menggunakan pendekatan historik dalam menerangkan partikel-partikel elementer serta metode-metode dan alat-alat detektor dari tabung elektrode jadul sampai pemercepat partikel milik CERN (accelelator partikel, itu loh yang ada di
bukunya Dan Brown Angel & Demons). Penjelasan teoritis dan persamaan matematika disajikan sesederhana mungkin, mengingat buku ini bersifat introduction Tapi mengingat buku yang saya pegang adalah bukan punya saya, tapi punya perpus yang belum saya kembalikan 2 tahun..cukup lah bintang 4 untuk buku ini ...more What a great professor you are Griffth!The book is very smooth and deep,
Actually the manual version is very helpfulI knew Grifth series since my first attempt for understanding Quantum mechanics, where lots of professionals Recommended me this one , and while iam reading on this one (Introduction to elementary particles), I discovered the missing part of this trilogy (Introduction to Electrodynamics), this series is very useful for people who are interested in quantum mechanics
or elementary pa What a great professor you are Griffth!The book is very smooth and deep, Actually the manual version is very helpfulI knew Grifth series since my first attempt for understanding Quantum mechanics, where lots of professionals Recommended me this one , and while iam reading on this one (Introduction to elementary particles), I discovered the missing part of this trilogy (Introduction to
Electrodynamics), this series is very useful for people who are interested in quantum mechanics or elementary particlesI recommend it ...more I would give it 4 stars if I understood it better, I think. Maybe by the time I finish it I will. As someone has already noted, it's about the only text in elementary particle physics that has the undergraduate in mind and so it wins in its class. The author is known as one of
the most clear writers in the field and has written a few other standard physics texts and that clarity is by and large present here. Amazingly, he even interjects some humor. If you're wondering what parity violation or S I would give it 4 stars if I understood it better, I think. Maybe by the time I finish it I will. As someone has already noted, it's about the only text in elementary particle physics that has the
undergraduate in mind and so it wins in its class. The author is known as one of the most clear writers in the field and has written a few other standard physics texts and that clarity is by and large present here. Amazingly, he even interjects some humor. If you're wondering what parity violation or SU(6) symmetry is, check this out. ...more Not quite as superb as his other books, but still good. It's the only text
available that attempts to teach undergraduates about elementary particles, I think, so it wins by default.EDIT: Okay, so I've now read it cover-to-cover, and while I still maintain his other books are better, this book leaves everything else I've attempted to read about particle physics lately in the dust. Not quite as superb as his other books, but still good. It's the only text available that attempts to teach
undergraduates about elementary particles, I think, so it wins by default.EDIT: Okay, so I've now read it cover-to-cover, and while I still maintain his other books are better, this book leaves everything else I've attempted to read about particle physics lately in the dust. ...more Awesome! The multi-pass approach is brilliant. Now I finally understand why people are into/excited by particle physics. However, I'm
sure the student evaluations would plummet if I started doing Feynman diagrams during the freshman chem discussion of nuclear decays... Awesome! The multi-pass approach is brilliant. Now I finally understand why people are into/excited by particle physics. However, I'm sure the student evaluations would plummet if I started doing Feynman diagrams during the freshman chem discussion of nuclear
decays... ...more Amazing first overview of the subject. The later chapters on electroweak unification, Feynman calculus, gauge theories, and the Higgs mechanism are particularly clearly laid-out, explained, and elucidated. A+ Actualmente una introducción al modelo estándar por encima de las bases adquiridas por mí, los capítulos del 6-11 tan sólo los ojeé por quedar lejos de mi comprehensión. Los
relego para el futuro. Para con el resto, una introducción a partículas muy breve, a la que deseaba aproximarme. I'm not sure if it was Griffiths or the Professor who taught me, but I don't really like particle physics anymore.. I'm not sure if it was Griffiths or the Professor who taught me, but I don't really like particle physics anymore.. ...more Chemistry, I like to investigate particles A masterpiece of absolute
clarity The great explainer does it again in this great introductory text. David Griffiths is peerless. No one writes physics textbooks as well as this guy.
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